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Abstract—In PON-based mobile fronthauls, direct inter-ONU
communications without passing end-user traffic to the OLT offer
a promising solution for fulfilling thethe stringent latency and
bandwidth requirements of of 5G and beyond networks. In this
paper, with slight modifications to at the PON remote node, a
concurrent inter-ONU and upstream communication technique is
proposed and experimentally demonstrated in 101.6Gbit/s
multipoint-to-point hybrid SSB OFDM - digital filter multiple
access (DFMA) IMDD PONs over at a distance of 25km SSMFs.
Multiple gapless inter-ONU and upstream SSB signals are
aggregated by digital orthogonal filtering in each ONU
transmitter. A single FFT operation is applied for demultiplex
and demodulation in the OLT/ONU receivers. The results show
that for both the inter-ONU and upstream transmissions, the
optimum length of optimal digital filters is is 32, based on which
the power penalties due to the fiber transmission and ONU
channel interference are <1dB and <2dB, respectively. For the
inter-ONU communications, adaptive RF spectral assignments
can effectively mitigate the Rayleigh and Brillouin backscattering
effects and the upstream channel fading effect, thus giving rise
to >30% improvements in aggregated signal transmission
capacity. In addition, detailed experimental investigations are also
undertaken of the trade-off between differential ONU optical
launch power dynamic range and aggregated signal transmission
capacity. An approximately 1dB increase in ONU launch power
dynamic range is achievable by reducing the aggregated signal
transmission capacity by 5Gbit/s.
Index Terms—Inter-ONU communications, digital ﬁlter
multiple access (DFMA), intensity modulation and direct
detection (IMDD), passive optical networks (PONs).

I. INTRODUCTION

A

s a key network segment connecting centralized baseband
units (BBUs) and remote radio heads (RRHs) in radio
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access networks (RANs), mobile fronthauls (MFHs) play a
crucial role in fulfilling thethe stringent high bandwidth, low
latency, and ultra-dense connection requirements of 5G and
beyond networks [1], [2]. However, current static MFHs
mainly based on the common public radio interface (CPRI) are
not spectrally and energetically efficient when transmitting
digitized orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
IQ waveforms at fixed bitrates [3]. Making matters even worse
is the fact that the bandwidths required by current MFHs scale
in proportion to the number of antenna ports [4], [5]. This
considerably inhibits the RANs from utilizing highly desired
advanced multi-antenna techniques such as massive
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) and beaming
forming techniques. To effectively address these technical
challenges, for baseband processing functionalities [4]-[6], the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has released 8
functional split options, among which the low layer splits of
Option 7-3, Option 7-2 and Option 6 attract industrial interests
for implementingimplementing 5G and beyond MFHs [5]. To
support flexible functional splits, the CPRI group has also
released an enhanced CPRI (eCPRI) specification [7], based on
which the resulting MFHs transmit digital signals (data is bit
oriented or digitalized frequency OFDM IQ signals) via current
IP or ethernet packet transport networks. However, such digital
MFHs are still bandwidth inefficient.
To achieve bandwidth efficient MFHs, transmitting
aggregated multiple mobile channels over analogue optical
fronthaul links is highly desirable, and valuable work for
multi-channel aggregation and de-aggregation has been
reported [8]-[12], which can be grouped into . Ttwo main
categories are usually applied including extra radio frequency
(RF) component/electrical filter and digital signal processing
(DSP). For the first category techniques, multi-channel
aggregation and de-aggregation are realised by using extra RF
components such as IQ up-converter or electrical filters [8]. On
the other hand, for the second category techniques, use can be
made of fast Fourier transform (FFT)/inverse FFT
(IFFT)-based frequency division multiplexing (FDM) [9], code
division multiplexing (CDM) [10], and digital domain
up-conversion-based FDM [11], as well as digital
shaping/matching filter (SF/MF) pairs-enabled digital filter
multiplexing (DFM) [12]. In comparison with the first category
techniques, the DSP-enabled second category techniques are
more attractive due to their cost effectiveness and inherent
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the proposed IMDD hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PONs supporting concurrent Inter-ONU communications. DAC/ADC:
digital-to-analogue/analogue-to-digital conversion, IM: intensity modulation, US: upstream, DS: downstream, Tx: transmitter, Rx: receiver. De-mux:
wavelength de-multiplexer.

digital-domain operational reconfigurability and flexibility [12].
However, to practically implement the DSP-based second
category techniques, frequency guard band [13], frequency
domain windowing techniques [14], or channel interference
cancellation techniques [15] may be required to significantly
reduce the channel interferences. Furthermore, additional DSPs
may also be essential for further improving achieving flexible
numerology, excellent channel bandwidth elasticity, channel
count-independent performance, excellent adaptability to
transmission system impairments and transparency to flexible
RAN low layer splits. Given the fact that intensity modulation
and direct detection (IMDD) passive optical networks (PONs)
are promising for cost-effectively providing broadband
connectivity for MFHs [16], [17], to solve the aforementioned
technical challenges, hybrid single sideband (SSB)
OFDM-digital filter multiple access (DFMA) PONs based on
IMDD [18] have been reported, where . Ffor upstream
communications, multiple gapless SSB OFDM signals
produced without performing the Hilbert transform operations
are passively combined in the remote node, and simultaneously
separated and demodulated by a single FFT operation in the
OLT without performing the matching filtering operation.
On the other hand, 5G and beyond networks are expected to
support a large diversity of user-oriented services such as
virtual private broadband connections, multimedia resource
sharing and collaborative computing [19], [20]. Such highly
interactive services/applications are bandwidth hungry and
latency sensitive. The maximum transport network latency
associated with the MFHs is primarily determined by the RAN
internal processes time constraints such as HARQ loop,
scheduling, etc [21]. The low end-to-end latency required by
5G determines the maximum allowable MFH latency to be in
the range of 250μs [5]. For a typical 20km fronthaul with
~5μs/km fiber propagation delay, the roundtrip time for the
fiber propagation is ~200μs. Obviously, the fiber
propagation-induced time delay plays a dominant role in
determining the overall end-to-end latency. Considering the
case where a large amount of data is exchanged between
different end-users in a single MFH network infrastructure, to

provide interactive services in conventional PON-based MFHs,
end-user traffic has to be transmitted to the OLT via an
upstream link, then re-modulated onto a downstream carrier
and finally routed to the destined ONUs at the radio site. This
unavoidably results in unnecessary bandwidth consumption,
additional transmission latency and extra signal processing in
the OLT. Thus, it is highly advantageous if end-to-end latency
reductions can be realized by providing end-users with direct
communications without passing traffic to the OLT through the
long feeder fiber. However, previously reported research work,
capable of achieving direct communications between ONUs,
requires need the introduction of extra optical filters [22] or
multiple additional transceivers [23], leading to this means
huge modifications to conventional PON architectures are
necessary. In addition, theisse works also hasve limited
flexibility and transparency to future converged networks,
where a wide diversity of key network operation features such
as various multiple access techniques are envisaged to be
accommodated simultaneously [22]-[24]. More importantly,
these techniques suffer from a significantly reduced upstream
bandwidth utilization efficiency as the upstream and inter-ONU
communications channels share the same spectral regions [25].
To address the aforementioned challenges in a cost-effective
manner, very recently, by making simple alterations to the
remote node of our previously proposed hybrid single sideband
(SSB) OFDM DFMA PONs [18], concurrent inter-ONU and
upstream
transmissions
have
been
experimentally
demonstrated [26], for the first time, in 25km IMDD-based
hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PONs with an aggregated net
signal transmission capacity of 101.6Gbit/s. Compared with the
previously reported direct ONU communication techniques,
the proposed PONs has the following advantages: 1) slight
minor modifications to at the remote nodes, this which
maintains the PON’s passive characteristics, 2) DSP-enabled
adaptive RF spectral assignments and DSP-based dynamic
variations in both inter-ONU communication channel count
and/or upstream channel count without requiring either remote
node reconfigurations or and extra transceiver electrical/optical
components, 3) inherent compatibility to flexible RAN’s low
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layer splits, 4) digital filtering-enhanced numerology flexibility,
and 5) excellent compatibility with existing high layer low
latency schemes.
In this paper, further experimental explorations of the
proposed inter-ONU communication techniques are have been
undertaken in 25km IMDD hybrid OFDM-DFMA PONs. As a
significant extension of our previously published work [26], in
this paper special attention is given to the following two aspects:
1) investigations of Rayleigh and Brillouin backscattering
effects and 2) the use of using DSP-enabled adaptive RF
spectral assignments to effectively reduce the impacts of the
effects of channel fading and backscattering effects on
aggregated transmission capacity. Our experimental results
show that the proposed hybrid SSB OFDM DFMA PONs
supporting concurrent inter-ONU communications have the
following excellent features:
1) Excellent robustness against fiber transmission
impairments. The fiber transmission-induced power penalties
for upstream and inter-ONU communications are <1dB and
<0.2dB respectively.
2) Digital filtering-achieved significant channel interference
reductions. The ONU channel interference-induced power
penalties are <2dB for both upstream and inter-ONU
communications.
3) Simple digital filter reconfigurations. Both upstream and
inter-ONU communications require similar optimum digital
filter designs, which are independent of channel frequency
location.
4) Considerable spectral efficiency enhancements because
DSP-enabled adaptive RF spectral assignments reduces the
channel fading and backscattering effects. In comparison with
the case of assigning all available RF bandwidths for upstream
(inter-ONU) communications, the DSP-enabled adaptive RF
spectral assignments improve the aggregated transmission
capacity by ~31.4% (~1.34%).
In addition, the trade-offs between ONU launch power
dynamic range and aggregated transmission capacity are also is
experimentally investigated. The results show that by slightly
reducing the aggregated transmission capacity, a >5dB increase
in ONU launch power dynamic range is achievable.

SSB signals and inter-ONU communication SSB signals is sent
to an intensity modulator (IM) to perform electrical-to-optical
conversion and then transmitted to the remote node through the
corresponding distribution fiber. As the remote node includes a
3×N optical coupler and an optical isolator, the combined
optical signals from different ONUs are transmitted to the OLT
via the feeder fiber. The remaining part of the combined optical
signals are redirected and broadcasted to each ONU via the
remote node to achieve inter-ONU communications. At the
OLT, the optical signal is fed to a PIN detector to perform
square-law photo detection, then digitized by an
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), and finally demultiplexed
and demodulated utilizing a DSP procedure shown in Fig. 3. At
the ONUs, the downstream and inter-ONU signals are
broadcasted to all the ONUs. To effectively avoid the
interferences between the inter-ONU signals and downstream
signals interferences, similar to existing PONs, different
wavelengths may be deployed for the inter-ONU and
downstream communications, as shown in Fig. 1, they can be
deployed with different wavelengths, separated by wavelength
de-multiplexers and then demodulated via their receivers,
respectively. The inter-ONU signal demodulation DSP
procedures are similar to the upstream signal demodulation
DSP procedures, which are depicted in Fig. 3. It should be
noted that in the proposed PONs, each ONU’s upstream and
inter-ONU communication OFDM SSB signals locate at
different RF regions, but they are modulated on the same
wavelength. Theis inter-ONU communication technique is can
also be applicable in the hybrid doubled sideband (DSB)
OFDM-DFMA PONs [18] where transmitting real-valued
OFDM signals or discrete multi-tone signals are transmitted
over multiple orthogonal channels. Compared with the
DSBformer case, techniques, the utilization of the SSB signals
can further improve the the hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PONs
have higher spectral efficiency and improved robustness
against transmission system impairments. In this paper, we will
focus on the more challenging upstream and inter-ONU
communications of the proposed PONs only.

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE IMDD HYBRID SSB OFDM-DFMA
PONS WITH CONCURRENT INTER-ONU COMMUNICATIONS
The schematic diagram of the proposed IMDD hybrid SSB
OFDM-DFMA PON supporting concurrent inter-ONU
communications is shown in Fig. 1. In comparison with our
previously reported IMDD hybrid OFDM-DFMA PONs
incorporating an 1:N passive optical coupler-based remote
node [18], a slight modification is made in this PON
architecture, i.e., a 3:N passive optical coupler and an optical
isolator are used in the remote node. For upstream and
inter-ONU communications, the SSB OFDM signal bands for
upstream and inter-ONU communications are combined in
each ONU in the digital domain. In Fig.2, the detailed OFDM
signal generation process and digital filtering process are
illustrated, which are discussed in the next paragraph. After
passing through a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC), in each
ONU, the generated electrical signal containing both upstream

Fig. 2 Digital filtering processing in ONUs and corresponding signal spectral
locations. M↑: digital-domain up-sampling operation by a factor of M, SW:
sub-wavelength.

Fig. 2 shows the digital filtering procedure processing for
generating the SSB OFDM signals at desired RF regions and
the channel spectral allocations. Here, the ‘SSB OFDM’ refers
to as the electrical SSB OFDM signals, and their corresponding
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optical signals produced after . After intensity modulation are
referred to as , the produced optical signal is “DSB in optical
domain”. As seen in Fig. 2(b), for achieving a high spectral
efficiency, the whole available RF spectral region is split into
two spectral sections, and the low (high) spectral regionsection
is allocated for upstream (inter-ONU) communications with
long (short) latency. Each spectral region section contains
multiple gapless sub-wavelengths (SWs) and each SW can
deliver two independent gapless SSB OFDM signals. In a SW,
the low and high frequency SSB signals respectively
correspond, respectively, to the lower sideband and upper
sideband (LSB and USB) conveyed by the SW. Fig. 2(a)
presents the detailed digital filtering process for generating the
LSB (conveying complex OFDM signal Si1) and USB
(conveying complex OFDM signal Si2), where the subscript i
represents the i-th SW. In generating the complex Si1 and Si2
OFDM signals, a SSB OFDM signal generation process [18] is
adoptedused, where half of the OFDM subcarriers are set at
zeros. As a direct result of the above channel DSPs, the real part
and the (-1)-multiplied imaginary part of each produced
complex OFDM signal form a Hilbert transform pair [27].
Based on the digital filtering process in Fig. 2(a), the LSB and
USB of the i-th SW can be described as,
S SSB -iq (t ) = M  {Re( Siq (t ))}  hiI (t ) +
(1)
(−1) q M  {− Im( Siq (t ))}  hiQ (t )

 S (t ), when q = 1 for LSB
Siq (t ) =  i1
 Si 2 (t ), when q = 2 for USB
where Si1(t) and Si2(t) are two independent SSB OFDM signals,
M ↑ represents the M × up-sampling operation and the
up-sampling factor M is the parameter can be used to adjust
achieve different channel counts and change the bandwidths for
fixed DAC/ADC sampling speeds of a specific channel. As a
direct result, As such, adaptively and flexible selecting an
optimum up-sampling factor selections for a given each
channel is effective in are the main approach of dynamically
varying achieving flexible channel count variations and
delivering bandwidth elasticity. {ℎ𝑖𝐼 (𝑡), ℎ𝑖𝑄 (𝑡)} are the i-th pair
of the orthogonal digital shaping filters and their superscript I
and Q stand for the in-phase/quadrature-phase digital filter type.
 represents the circular convolution operation.
The upstream and inter-ONU communications have similar
SSB signal demodulation procedures, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
After direct detection and an AC-coupled ADC,
serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion and cyclic prefix (CP)
deletion are performed. Then a N-point (N=B × M) FFT
operation is applied to demultiplex and demodulate the
received multiple SSB OFDM signals, here B is the IFFT size
used for generating generation of the OFDM signals. In the
sideband identification operation, the N/2 subcarriers in the
positive frequency bin are grouped into M/2 sub-groups each
corresponding to a SW. As such, the B/2 low frequency
subcarriers of each sub-group correspond to the LSB of the
corresponding SW, and the remaining subcarriers of the same
sub-group correspond to its USB counterpart. The OLT and
ONUs receivers can use the above sideband identification

process to identify respectively their desired channels for
further signal demodulation. In the sideband data processing, a
conjugation and a subcarrier reverse ordering operation are
successively performed on the subcarriers contained in the LSB
signals, while no extra DSP operations are needed for the USB
signals. Finally, the conventional OFDM signal equalization
and decoding processes can be applied for all the OFDM
subcarriers without requiring extra signal recovery DSP
algorithms.

Fig. 3 Matching filter-free SSB signal demultiplexing and recovery process in
upstream and inter-ONU communication receiver DSPs. S/P: serial-to-parallel
conversion, CP: cyclic prefix, FFT: fast Fourier transform.

From the above analysis, it is easy to understand that the
central frequency of the orthogonal digital shaping filter
determines the corresponding digitally filtered or resulting SSB
signal’s frequency locations. As a result, by adaptive
orthogonal digital filter allocations under the centralized
software-defined networking (SDN) controller, each ONU can
generate its upstream SSB signals and inter-ONU SSB signals
at the desired RF frequency regions without causing contention
with other ONUs. In addition, an up-sampling factor of M leads
to M/2 orthogonal shaping filter pairs, therefore arbitrary
channel counts are achievable by utilizing different
up-sampling factors. By adaptively assigning the digital filters
for upstream and inter-ONU communications, these channels
can be flexibly allocated to upstream and inter-ONU
communications thus enabling the dynamic sharing of available
spectral regions. the channels. Due to the digital filtering
process, each SW is allowed to flexibly use different OFDM
numerologies or parameters including CP and subcarrier
frequency spacing. For different numerologies, from the above
analysis shows that , multiple FFT operations each
corresponding to a numerology have to be performed in the
receiver DSP procedures, and then the subcarrier identification
processes can be conducted for the channels with the identical
numerology after the corresponding FFT operations. The
remaining receiver DSP procedures including sideband
processing and equalization are similar to those mentioned
above.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS OF CONCURRENT
INTER-ONU AND UPSTREAM COMMUNICATIONS IN IMDD
HYBRID SSB OFDM-DFMA PONS
The experimental setup is constructed using off-the-shelf
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optical/electrical devices and the impacts of practical fiber
transmission impairments, digital filter characteristic variations
as well as the ONU channel interference effect on the bit error
ratio (BER) performances are thoroughly explored
experimentally. In addition, the Rayleigh and Brillouin
backscattering effects are also measured, based on which the
capability of the DSP-enabled adaptive RF spectral
assignments, for reducing both the channel fading effects and

Up-sampling factor
Modulation formats
Cyclic prefix ratio
Clipping ratio
Digital filter length
DAC/ADC sampling speed
Overall signal bandwidth
ONU1 wavelength
ONU2 wavelength
Thorlabs transmitter MZM Vπ

4
QPSK to 64QAM
1/16
11dB
32
60/64 GS/s
24GHz
1549.32nm
1550.12nm
~3.1V

Fig. 4 Experimental setup of concurrent inter-ONU and upstream communications in IMDD hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PONs. CH1/2/3/4: channel 1/2/3/4,
US: upstream, EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, TOF: tunable optical filters, OC: optical circulator, SSMF: standard single-mode fiber, RN: remote node,
Rx: receiver.

the backscattering effects, are verified.
A. Experimental Setup and Parameters
The experimental setup of concurrent inter-ONU and upstream
communications in the IMDD hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA
PONs is illustrated in Fig. 4, where two ONUs are adopted with
an external clock and a trigger signal used for ONU timing
synchronization. In each ONU, an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG, Keysight M8195A) operating at
60GS/s@8-bit is utilized for generating transmitted analogue
signals. In each ONU DSP, two independent complex OFDM
signals are first produced utilizing the DSP procedure signal
processing already stated in Section II. To explore the
maximum transmission capacity, adaptive bit-loading and
power-loading are utilized for each OFDM signal with
subcarrier modulation formats varying from QPSK to 64-QAM.
The resulting subcarrier bit allocation -loading profiles scheme
corresponding to for achieving the the 101.6Gbit/s signal
transmissions reported here is presented in Fig. 5. After
generating the complex OFDM signals, as described in Fig. 2,
the real and imaginary parts of each OFDM signal are digitally
up-sampled by a factor of M=4 and digitally filtered by
orthogonal digital shaping filters, which are square-root
raised-cosine ﬁlters constructed utilizing Hilbert-pair
approaches with a digital filter length of 32 and an excess of
bandwidth factor of 0. The other key experimental parameters
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Key Experimental Parameters
Parameter
Value
IFFT/FFT size
32/128
Data-bearing subcarriers
15

PIN detector bandwidth

40GHz

Fig. 5 Optimised subcarrier bit allocation-loading allocations profile for each
channel.

After the digital filtering process, a digital-domain time
delay operation is applied for each OFDM band to adjust the
channel timing offset. Finally, in each ONU, after digitally
combining two digitally filtered OFDM signals, a 1.25×
oversampling operation and a signal clipping operation are
performed successively. As a result, the overall signal
bandwidth is 24GHz and shared by a total of 4 OFDM channels,
with each OFDM channel having a 6GHz bandwidth. The
higher frequency (>12GHz) channels suffer the severe channel
fading effect after transmitting through the feeder fiber
transmissions, as shown in the OLT RF spectrum of Fig. 4, thus
CH1 and CH2 are assigned to convey upstream traffic, while
CH3 and CH4 are assigned for the relatively short distance
inter-ONU communications. As a result, a high overall spectral
efficiency is achievable by adaptively allocating the channels
for both upstream and inter-ONU communications. Following
the AWGs, two transmitters (Thorlabs MX35D) each
incorporating with a 15kHz linewidth laser sources and a
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35GHz lithium niobate (LiNbO3) Mach-Zehnder modulators
inside are employed to perform realize electrical-to-optical
conversion. The ONU central wavelength spacing is set to be
~100GHz to minimize the optical beating interference (OBI)
effect [28]. After passing through the EDFAs, 0.8nm
bandwidth tunable optical filters (TOF), optical circulators and
1km standard single mode fibers (SSMFs), the two ONUs’
optical signals with similar optical powers of ~6dBm are
passively coupled in the remote node. For simplicity, the
remote node is constructed by a 50:50 coupler and an optical
circulator. The combined optical signal is transmitted to the
OLT through the lower output port of the coupler with a fixed
optical power of ~6dBm. On the other hand, the combined
optical signal can also be redirected and delivered to each ONU
at the upper output port of the optical coupler. At the receivers,
a 40GHz PIN photodetector (Thorlabs RXM40AF) performs
the optical-to-electrical conversion, which is followed by and a
30GHz low-pass radio frequency (RF) filter is used to remove
the out-of-band noise. The received electrical signals are
digitalized by a digital sampling oscilloscope (Keysight
UXR0402A) with a sampling speed of 64GS/s and then
delivered to a PC to perform off-line signal demodulation. As
discussed in Section II, the ONU and OLT receivers employ
similar signal demodulation DSP procedures. In the this
experiments, the signal demodulation procedures include signal
re-sampling [29], frame synchronization, serial-to-parallel (S/P)
conversion, cyclic prefix deletion, 128-point FFT operation,
sideband identification, sideband data processing, conventional
OFDM subcarrier equalization and data decoding. In the
sideband identification process, the subcarriers in each channel
are identified and the ONUs and OLT can easily select their
desired channels for signal demodulation. i.e. the OLT selects
the upstream channels of CH1 and CH2 and ONU1 (ONU2)
only demodulates CH4 (CH3) for the inter-ONU
communications. In the sideband data processing, due to the
conjugate symmetry property of the sidebands, a conjugation
operation and a subcarrier reverse ordering operation must be
performed only for both CH1 and CH3. only.

B. Upstream and Inter-ONU Transmission Performances

Fig. 6 Measured BER transmission
transmission-induced power penalty (b).

performances

(a)

and

fiber

Utilizing the experimental setup and parameters presented in
Section III.A, the measured upstream and inter-ONU
transmission BER performances as well as the fiber
transmission induced power penaltiesy are plotted in Fig. 6. In
this paper, a 20% overhead soft-decision forward error
correction (SD-FEC) threshold at a BER of 2×10-2 is
considered [30] and the fiber transmission-induced power
penalty is defined as the minimum received optical power
differences for achieving a BERs at the FEC limit before and
after fiber transmission. Due to the adaptive bit-loading and
power-loading, all the channels have similar BER
performances. Fig. 6(a) shows the 64-/32-/16-QAM
constellations of the corresponding channels when the received
optical powers (ROP) are isfixed at -4dBm. In addition, the
fiber transmission-induced power penalties for CH1 and
inter-ONU communication channels are <0.2dB, while for CH2,
the fiber transmission-induced power penalty increases to 1dB.
The larger power penalty suffered by CH2 is mainly due to the
strong higher channel fading effect over the 25km feeder fiber,
which this can be clearly observed from the RF spectrum in Fig.
4. Nevertheless, the impact of practical transmission system
impairment/nonlinearity on receiver sensitivity degradations
are almost negligible.
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C. Impacts of Digital Filter Characteristic Variations

power penalties may be further reduced by finely optimizing
the subcarrier bit-loading profile-loading [18].

Fig. 7 Impact of ONU-embedded digital shaping filter lengths on BER
performances for a received optical power of -4dBm.

In the hybrid OFDM-DFMA PONs, the optimum digital filter
lengths must be determined to achieve sufficiently low BER
performance but without incurring excessive DSP complexity.
Generally speaking, a long digital filter length leads to
improved transmission performances, however it inevitably
causes an undesirable increase in digital filter DSP complexity.
Thus, there is a trade-off between digital filter DSP complexity
and the corresponding transmission performances. To identify
the optimum digital filter length for achieving the targeted
performances for a given practical application scenario, the
impact of digital filter characteristic variations on BER
performances is explored based on the an experimental setup
similar to that used in obtaining Fig. 6. For digital filter lengths
varying from 8 to 128, the measured BER performances are
plotted in Fig. 7. It can be observed that for all the transmission
channels, when the digital filter lengths are is less than 32, the
BERs of for most of the channels, their BERs are larger than the
FEC limit, because of short digital filter length-induced
increase in digital filter frequency response ripples and power
leakages [28]. While the BERs performances become almost
flat when the digital filter length varies from 64 to 128.
Therefore, by considering the transmission performances and
as well as the digital filter DSP complexity for in each ONU,
the optimum digital filter length of is 32 is chosen for both
upstream and inter-ONU communications, which is utilized
throughout the paper.
D. Impacts of ONU Channel Interference Effect
For multi-channel communications, the ONU channel
interferences play a key role in determining the practically
achievable transmission performances. To explore the channel
interferences between the two involved ONUs in the
experimental setup adopted in Section III.A, the upstream and
inter-ONU BER performances of one ONU with the other ONU
electrical signals being switched on/off are plotted as a function
of received optical power in Fig. 8. For upstream transmissions,
as shown in the Fig. 8(a), when switching off the channels of a
particular ONU, the BER curve of the other ONU’s upstream
channel is left-shifted by ~2dB. As such, for upstream channels,
ONU channel interference-induced power penalties are ~2dB.
Meanwhile, the ONU channel interference-induced power
penalties for inter-ONU communication are ~1.7dB. Such

Fig. 8 Impact of ONU channel interference on US (a) and inter-ONU
transmission performances (b).

E. Measurements of the Rayleigh and Brillouin
Backscattering Effect
Due to the utilization of the same optical wavelength for
transmitting both upstream and inter-ONU traffic over the same
PON infrastructure, the inter-ONU signals suffer from various
backscattering effects mainly including the Rayleigh
backscattering effect and the Brillouin backscattering effect.
Therefore, it is essential to investigate these backscattering
effects in the proposed IMDD hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA
PONs to improve the inter-ONU communication transmission
performances.
In order to quantitively analyse the above two backscattering
effects, a new experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 9(a), is
utilised with the same devices adopted in Fig. 4. For simplicity,
only ONU1 is considered where CH1 and CH3 OFDM signals,
with their spectral locations shown in Fig. 4, are modulated
onto a wavelength at 1549.32nm. The test fibers are SSMFs
with their fiber lengths of 1km and 25km, which
representcorresponds to the distribution fiber and feeder fiber
considered in the experimental setup in Fig. 4, respectively. An
ultra-high resolution optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Apex
AP2070A) is used to record the details of the backscattered ing
lights. Fig. 9(b) illustrates the optical spectra of Rayleigh and
Brillouin backscattering components when a fiber launch
power is 6dBm. We can find that the overall backscattered
optical signal powers containing both the Rayleigh and
Brillouin backscattering components for the 25km SSMF is
~15dB higher than that from the 1km SSMF. For the considered
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fiber launch power of 6dBm, the 25km (1km) SSMF introduced
Rayleigh backscattering component has an optical power of
-27dBm (-38dBm). For the Brillouin backscattering effect,
there exist two peaks corresponding to the Stokes and
anti-Stokes components due to the inelastic interaction between
the electromagnetic waves and crystalline lattice waves. The
frequency shifts between the optical wavelength launched into
the fiber and its Brillouin backscattering components are about
10.8GHz for the considered SSMFs.
Next, the backscattering power versus fiber launch power for
the considered1km and 25km SSFM are shown in Fig. 9(c).
When the fiber optical launch power is <6dBm, the powers of
the Rayleigh and Brillouin backscattering components increase
nearly linearly with the increasing e of fiber launch powers.
This is because for small fiber launch powers, the majority of
Brillouin backscattering is from the spontaneous Brillouin
scattering process. However, for the 25km SSFM, when the
fiber launch powers are above 6dBm, the stimulated Brillouin
scattering becomes dominant, and a large amount of its
backscattering energy contribute to the Brillouin Stokes
component, which causes a rapid increase in the Brillouin
Stokes component. When the fiber launch powers are >8dBm,
the Brillouin Stokes component power becomes larger than the

frequency region from 0GHz to 12GHz is allocated for the
upstream communications, while the high RF frequency region
from 12GHz to 24GHz is allocated to the inter-ONU
communications.
IV. DIFFERENTIAL ONU OPTICAL LAUNCH POWER DYNAMIC
RANGE

Fig. 10 Transmission capacity versus differential ONU optical launch power
dynamic range when received optical powers are fixed at -3dBm.

It is well known that various aggregated signal transmission

Fig. 9 (a) Experimental setup of Rayleigh and Brillouin backscattering measurements, (b) optical spectra of Rayleigh and Brillouin backscattering when fiber
launch power is 6dBm and (c) backscattering power versus fiber launch power for 1km and 25km SMF. OSA: optical spectrum analyzer.

Rayleigh backscattering power.
Based on the above discussions, for lowering the
backscattering effects in the proposed PONs, the feeder fiber
launch power should not exceed 6dBm, which can also reduce
the fiber transmission nonlinearity effect. y. As shown in
ONU1’s RF spectrum of Fig. 4, an undesired peak occurs at
~10.8GHz arising from the beating of the backscattering
components and inter-ONU optical signals. Such an electrical
peak can destroy the OFDM subcarriers in the its vicinity of for
the inter-ONU communications spectral region, but it does not
occur in the upstream communications spectral region.
Therefore, to mitigate both the backscattering effects on the
inter-ONU communications and the channel fading effects on
the upstream communications, the RF spectral regions for both
the upstream and inter-ONU communications need to be
appropriately selected suitably assigned for practical
applications. To achieve this goal, in this paper, the low RF

capacities can result in different differential ONU optical
launch power dynamic ranges [18]. For the proposed IMDD
hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PONs with concurrent inter-ONU
communications, the differential ONU optical launch power
dynamic ranges versus various signal transmission capacities
are measured and the results are shown in Fig. 10, where
adaptive bit-loading is used in each OFDM signal. It can be
seen that, for an aggregated signal transmission capacity of
101.6Gbit/s, the differential ONU launch power dynamic range
is only ~1dB and every 1dB increase of the differential ONU
launch power dynamic range gives rise to ~5Gbit/s reductions
in aggregated transmission capacity. This reveals that for the
proposed IMDD hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PONs supporting
concurrent inter-ONU communications, arbitrary differential
ONU launch power dynamic ranges can be made available by
slightly compromising the aggregated upstream signal
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transmission capacity. It is also interesting to point out that the
upstream signal transmission capacity is a little higher than that
of the inter-ONU communications. The reason behind this is
that, due to the transmission system impairments/nonlinearity,
the inter-ONU signals at higher RF frequencies suffer lower
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in comparison with the high
frequency upstream signals.

transmission distances, the signal transmission capacity of
cCase Ⅱ is still relatively a little lower than that of Case Ⅲ. In
comparison with the case of assigning all available bandwidths
for the upstream (inter-ONU) communications, the adaptive RF
spectral assignments can improve the aggregated signal
transmission capacity by ~31.4% (~1.34%).

V. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT VIA DSP-ENABLED
ADAPTIVE RF SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENTS

By making simple alterations to the remote node, a novel
IMDD hybrid SSB OFDM-DFMA PON capable of supporting
concurrent inter-ONU communications has been proposed and
experimentally demonstrated with an aggregated net signal
transmission capacity of 101.6Gbit/s over 25km SSMFs. The
experimental results show that the IMDD hybrid SSB
OFDM-DFMA
PONs
with
concurrent
inter-ONU
communications have high tolerance to transmission system
impairments and ONU channel interferences. Using the
identified optimum digital filter length of 32 for both the
upstream and inter-ONU communications, the power penalties
caused by fiber transmissions and ONU channel interference
are <1dB and 2dB, respectively. With the hybrid SSB
OFDM-DFMA PON techniques, flexible upstream and
inter-ONU communication channel assignments can be
conducted made dynamically and adaptively according to the
transmission system/network characteristics, traffic status and
end-user requirements to achieve a high overall spectral
efficiency. With adaptive RF spectral assignments, both the
channel fading effects and the backscattering effects are
mitigated, thus resulting in >30% aggregated signal
transmission capacity improvements. The low-cost effective
passive remote node providing dedicated optical links for the
inter-ONU communications, considerably reduces the signal
propagation time by 90%. The trade-off between ONU launch
power dynamic range and aggregated signal transmission
capacity has been investigated, which showsing that every
~1dB increase in ONU launch power dynamic range results in a
~5Gbit/s reduction in aggregated transmission capacity. In
addition, for DSP-based signal transmission techniques, the
speed of DACs and ADCs are important for achieving high
signal transmission capacities. The proposed technique has the
potential of allowing low-speed DACs/ADCs to be utilized to
produce/receive targeted baseband signals, which can then be
up-converted to the targeted sub-bands by low-cost electrical
components. This could significantly reduce the overall ONU
transceiver cost and is expected to offer a highly promising
solution for flexible, low latency and high bandwidth access
networks, required for 5G and beyond networks.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 11 (a) Transmission capacity of each channel and (b) their resulting
aggregated transmission capacities in three cases.

As stated in Section Ⅲ.E, the spectral efficiency can be
significantly improved by adaptive RF spectral assignments
because of the mitigation of both the channel fading effects and
the backscattering effects. To rigorously verify such a
statement, we compare the maximum achievable available
aggregated signal transmission capacities of the hybrid IMDD
OFDM-DFMA PONs with adaptive RF spectral assignments
and fixed RF spectral assignments. Two Three different cases
are considered for the fixed RF spectral assignments. In Case Ⅰ,
all available RF bandwidths are is allocated for the upstream
communications for measuring the impacts of the channel
fading effects. For Case Ⅱ, all available RF bandwidths are is
assigned for inter-ONU communications for evaluating the
impacts of the backscattering effects. For the above two three
fixed RF spectral assignment cases, based on the experimental
setup described in Section Ⅲ.A, the signal transmission
capacity of each channel and their resulting aggregated
transmission capacities are plotted in Fig. 11. We can see that
the adaptive RF spectral assignments (referred to as Case Ⅲ)
can achieve the highest aggregated signal transmission capacity.
For Ccase Ⅱ, some subcarriers of channel 2 suffer the Brillouin
backscattering effect, as shown which can be observed in the
RF spectrum in Fig. 4. Therefore, even with shorter
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